We describe the underlying data model and implementation of a new architecture for the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) by the Core Integration Team (CI). The architecture is based on the notion of an information network overlay. This network, implemented as a graph of digital objects in a Fedora repository, allows the representation of multiple information entities and their relationships. The architecture provides the framework for contextualization and reuse of resources, which we argue is essential for the utility of the NSDL as a tool for teaching and learning.
INTRODUCTION
The usability of resources in the NSDL for education can be significantly enhanced by providing context that defines their usability and reusability in different learning and teaching environments. By "context", we mean information such as the manner in which resources have been used (e.g., in what curricula and lesson plans), logs showing who used them and how successful those uses were, comments by teachers and fellow learners that annotate and explain primary resources, and linkages between the resources and relevant state educational standards To represent such contextual information, CI is defining and implementing a more expressive and extensible architectural framework than the metadata-based framework implemented in the existing Metadata Repository (MR).
This framework represents a range of entities beyond metadata, such as content, agents (e.g., people and organizations), services, standards, subject areas, and the like. It represents the web of relationships among these entities, which provide the contexts for effective resource use. Finally, it accommodates contributions from multiple participants and allows fine-grained access to the information it represents.
This poster describes recent work by CI on a new technical infrastructure based on the notion of an information network overlay architecture. The deployment date for this work is the third quarter of 2005. This architecture represents the data underlying the NSDL as a graph of typed nodes, corresponding to the multiple entities comprising the NSDL, and semantic edges representing the contextual relationships among those entities. The information nodes in this network may be internal, containing information such as a Dublin Core record harvested from an NSDL metadata provider. Nodes may also be redirect, containing a URL that maps to information at some networked location. Finally, nodes may be virtual, representing information output from web services that process other information represented in the network. The result is an information environment for contextualizing, adding value, and dynamically reusing distributed resources.
